. Thus vectorial neural commands to make oblique els of the saccadic system have been proposed that provide a mech-saccades must be decomposed to obtain the correct horizontal anism for that stretching. However, they fail to simulate the pattern and vertical motor commands. Prior models of the saccadic of activity recorded from premotor medium lead burst neurons system used an explicit decomposition of the vectorial com-(MLBNs) in the brain stem. A new model of the saccadic system mands into horizontal and vertical commands on premotor is proposed that accounts for both the component stretching of oblique movements and the pattern of activity recorded in MLBNs. burst neurons. In this paper, we propose a novel vectorial MLBNs that project to horizontal (or vertical) motoneurons actu-model that performs this decomposition without computing ally have a wide span of on-directions (the direction associated separate horizontal and vertical commands at the level of indiwith the largest discharge) around the cardinal direction. We infer vidual neurons. Instead, the decomposition into separate horifrom the wide span of their on-directions that, at the level of zontal and vertical commands does not occur until the level individual MLBNs, the vectorial signal present in spatially orga-of the motoneurons.
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nized structures (e.g., the superior colliculus) is not decomposed into the separate horizontal and vertical components represented by the motoneurons. Nonetheless, all prior models of the saccadic Models of horizontal saccades system have decomposed the vectorial premotor command into Early studies of saccades were simplified by concentrating horizontal and vertical commands at the level of the MLBNs. That on horizontal movements. These studies led to the developdecomposition was explicit, because individual MLBNs, with a sine-or cosine-shaped directional tuning curve, were used. We ment of what is considered a milestone in the modeling of propose here that the decomposition into horizontal and vertical the saccadic system, the Robinson model  commands is carried out only at the level of the motoneurons. This Zee et al. 1976) . This model, taking into account anatomic decomposition is implicit, because no single MLBN encodes the and physiological data, proposed the notion that horizontal horizontal or vertical command; the command only exists implic-saccades are produced by a pulse-step signal applied to the itly in the activity of the population of MLBNs. The new vectorial motoneurons. In that model, and in all the models derived burster model correctly simulates the pattern of activity recorded from it, the pulse is shaped by a local feedback loop that in primate MLBNs, and the components of its oblique saccades continuously feeds a burst generator with an estimate of the are stretched. Two mechanisms contribute to this stretching: the current motor error. The step of innervation then is obtained distribution of MLBN tuning curves and the inhibition exerted by by integrating the pulse. This model succeeded in generating the contralateral population of MLBNs. In contrast, feedback control of the saccade contributes negligibly to the stretching. Even realistic horizontal saccades, showing the well-known relathough the vectorial burster model predicts a component stretching, tionships among amplitude, duration, and peak velocity (the it is not constrained to produce perfectly straight oblique saccades so-called main sequence), characteristic of experimentally because no trajectory control is implemented. The amount of curva-recorded saccades Baloh et al. 1975) . ture depends on the similarity of the horizontal and vertical systems Of particular relevance to this study is that the duration of (both neural and mechanical) . In this model, stretching is inter-a saccade increases with its amplitude. preted simply as a side effect of the properties of the MLBNs' tuning curves. The distributed MLBNs of the vectorial burster model forces the general organization of the saccadic system to be Studies of oblique saccades reconsidered. We propose that a distributed architecture in which However, most saccades are neither horizontal nor vertiseveral different neural systems cooperate is needed.
cal, but oblique. For this reason, beginning in the late 1970s, more and more studies on saccades dealt with oblique move-I N T R O D U C T I O N ments (Bahill and Stark 1977; Evinger et al. 1981; Guitton and Mandl 1980; King et al. 1986; Viviani et al. 1977) . The Saccades are the fast eye movements that we use to redirect simplest possible model our gaze from one point of interest to another. Eye movements Stark 1977; Tweed and Vilis 1985; are controlled by three pairs of muscles; the pairs that control 1985) for describing oblique movements was obtained simhorizontal and vertical movements lie in almost horizontal and ply by adding, in parallel to the model of the horizontal saccadic system, a vertical pulse generator. This vertical saggital planes, respectively (Robinson 1982) . However, the system was controlled by a second local feedback loop generating a signal proportional to the vertical motor error. This scheme is generally known as the independent model (Fig.  1A) . Such an arrangement would lead to fast, but curved, saccades because the large component would have a longer duration than the small component. However, experimental observations revealed that the saccades generated by the independent model differ from those recorded in either humans, monkeys (cf. Fig. 2 ), or cats. In particular, the duration of the smaller component is stretched (Becker and Jür-gens 1990; Evinger and Fuchs 1978; Guitton and Mandl 1980; King et al. 1986; Smit et al. 1990; , so that oblique trajectories tend to be straighter than predicted by the independent model. Another important aspect of oblique saccades is their large intersubject and interspecies variability, i.e., one subject can make straighter saccades than another. Furthermore, there is also an intrasubject variability, i.e., the same subject can make differently curved saccades in the same experimental session (Becker and Jürgens 1990; Viviani et al. 1977) .
Early models of oblique saccades
To account for the stretching of the smaller component of oblique saccades, several different models have been deEye movements were recorded with magnetic field-search coil technique (Robinson 1963) . Note that curvature is dependent on direction. Courtesy of Dr. H. Aizawa.
veloped. We can group these models into two categories: the common source models and the cross-coupled models. The first category is represented by the model developed by Van Gisbergen and colleagues and its derivations (Fig. 1B) . In these models, rather than two independent pulse generators, there is a single, vectorial, pulse generator. The input to this element is the current vectorial motor error, and its output, the vectorial pulse, is decomposed into the horizontal and vertical components (by multiplication with the cosine and the sine of the angle of elevation of the saccade, respectively). This arrangement leads to perfectly straight saccades, which are as fast as cardinal (i.e., pure horizontal or pure vertical) saccades of the same amplitude, rather than the mildly curved saccades commonly observed. Another criticism of this model is that the duration of the two components is always the same, whereas studies (Bahill and Stark 1977; Becker and Jürgens 1990; King et al. 1986 ) have shown that the two components can terminate at slightly different times.
The second family of models (cross-coupled) is based on separate, but not independent, pulse generators (Fig. 1C) . In the first of these models (Grossman and Robinson 1988) , the output of one pulse generator exerts an inhibitory effect on the other, functionally reducing its gain (Fig. 1C, duced a cross-coupling between the input of the pulse-generArrow 1: mutual cross-coupling of motor errors. Arrow 2: mutual modulation of the gains. In A and C, pulse generation is accomplished by MLBNs. ators (Fig. 1C, arrow 1) . In this case, the input to the pulse One problem with all coupling models is that they offer no explanation for why the two burst generators should be coupled, other than to obtain straight saccades. The primary goal of the saccadic system should be to redirect the gaze as quickly as possible because of the known lack of vision during saccades ( Carpenter 1988 ) . Thus there would be no benefit from making straight, and slower, saccades rather than curved, and faster, saccades. Furthermore, many saccades are not straight. This residual curvature cannot be due to a lack of training, given that we make something like three saccades per second throughout our life, almost all of which are oblique. Thus if our brain developed cross-coupling to straighten saccades, it did a pretty bad job!
Physiological properties of MLBNs
A more serious problem for all these models, unrelated to the characteristics of oblique saccades described above, is that the vectorial signal generated by the premotor structures is decomposed into two orthogonal commands at the level of the medium lead burst neurons (MLBNs). That decomposition is explicit, because each neuron is activated in proportion to the cosine (for horizontal MLBNs) or sine (Fig. 3A) . However, there is compelling physiological evi-is no activity in MLBNs during vertical saccades. B, top : activity recorded dence that the output of single MLBNs is neither propor-in a MLBN of a behaving monkey during either horizontal ( left) or vertical ( right ) eye movements. Bottom : velocity profiles of corresponding movetional to the horizontal nor to the vertical motor error (Kaments. Note presence of activity in MLBNs for horizontal and vertical neko et al. 1981; King and Fuchs 1979; Moschovakis and ( both upward and downward ) saccades. Adapted from ( Van Gisbergen Highstein 1994; Moschovakis et al. 1991a,b; Scudder et al. et al. 1981 Scudder et al. et al. ) . 1988 Strassman et al. 1986a,b; Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) . Furthermore, Van Gisbergen and colleagues (1981) studied tions) is broad and can be fit by a Gaussian function centered burst neurons exerting an excitatory effect on abducens moaround the on-direction [which when plotted in polar coorditoneurons projecting to the lateral rectus muscle and thus nates is similar to a cardioid (e.g., Scudder et al. 1988 , their supposedly driven by the horizontal motor error. They Fig. 9) ]. showed that these MLBNs, having a relationship between
It is important to stress that these properties of MLBNs motor error and their activity for horizontal saccades, also cannot be explained simply by proposing that the pulse discharged vigorously for movements in the vertical direcgenerators produce an output even for a null or negative tion (Fig. 3B ). More importantly, many studies (Moschomotor error in their theoretical on-direction as often sugvakis and Highstein 1994; Moschovakis et al. 1991a,b; Scudgested ( Tweed and Vilis 1985; Van Gisbergen et al. 1981 ) . der et al. 1988 Strassman et al. 1986a,b) have pointed out Whereas this could be an acceptable explanation for a that each MLBN has its own on-direction (i.e., the direction MLBN having a horizontal on-direction, it does not hold of a movement associated with the largest number of for a neuron with an on-direction tilted away, say 60Њ spikes), that can be tilted away from the supposed on-direcupward, from the horizontal direction. A neuron like that tion [horizontal for MLBNs in the paramedian pontine reticwould discharge differently in situations where the horiular formation (PPRF) and vertical for MLBNs in the rostral zontal motor error is the same but the vertical motor error interstitial nucleus of the medial longitudinal fasciculus is different. For example, it would discharge more in-(riMLF)] by as much as 70Њ (see Strassman et al. 1986a, tensely for an error of 20Њ in its on-direction ( horizontal their Fig. 4 ). Thus the on-direction of the MLBNs that drive motor error equal to 10Њ, Fig. 4 , arrow A ) than for an error the horizontal motoneurons can have a large vertical compoof 20Њ in the horizontal direction ( Fig. 4, arrow B ) or for nent that may be either up or down. The tuning curve of a saccade with the same horizontal component but pointed MLBNs (obtained counting the number of spikes produced during movements of the same amplitude in different direc-downward ( Fig. 4, arrow C ) . where A 0 is the saturation value and K 0 is a magnitude scaling factor. To obtain the horizontal drive, the vectorial pulse then is multiplied by the cosine of the angle u. Thus the instantaneous firing rate of the horizontal burst neuron (recall that this is a lumped model) for a motor error (e, u), normalized with the firing rate of the same neuron when the motor error is (e, 0), is
Under these circumstances, there is clearly no activity in the horizontal burst neuron for vertical eye movements [cos (90Њ) Å 0], and the tuning curve, plotted in polar coordinates, is a circle (Fig. 5, solid curve) . Moreover, because no nonlinear operation is applied to the decomposed signals, the tuning curve does not depend on the transfer function of the pulse generator and the ratio between the activity of the vertical and horizontal motoneurons is always equal to the tangent of u; thus all the movements are straight.
In the case of the independent model (Fig. 1A) , the tuning curve depends on the nonlinearity used. In this model, the vectorial motor error (e, u) is decomposed immediately into FIG . 4. Polar plot of activity generated by a simulated MLBN projecting its horizontal and vertical components (e h and e v , respecto horizontal motoneurons but having an on-direction 60Њ above horizontal axis. Length of line segments from origin to q where the arrows intersect tively), by multiplying e by the cosine and the sine of u, the tuning curve shows amount of activity elicited during movements char-respectively. To produce the horizontal drive to the motoneuacterized by same vectorial amplitude (20Њ) but by a different direction rons that project to the lateral rectus, the horizontal pulse (u) . When u is equal to 60Њ (arrow A, horizontal component h Å 10Њ), generator applies to e h the nonlinear function described in during movement cell discharges, for example, 40 spikes. For a horizontal Eq. 1, with e h instead of e. In this case, the instantaneous movement (arrow B, u Å 0Њ, h Å 20Њ), the cell produces 30 spikes. When u is equal to 060Њ (arrow C, h Å 10Њ), the cell produces only 13 spikes.
firing rate of the horizontal burst neuron for a motor error All these aspects of the MLBNs' activity during saccadic eye movements lead us to infer that the output of individual MLBNs cannot simply be viewed as the decomposition of a vectorial signal into its horizontal and vertical components.
MLBNs in early models of oblique saccades
None of the models of oblique saccades described above dealt with either the breadth of the tuning curve or the distribution of on-directions of MLBNs. In particular, all those models are lumped; i.e., they use an equivalent neuron, having a well-defined tuning curve with either a horizontal or vertical on-direction, and assume that all the neurons that compose a population of MLBNs behave in the same way. What distinguishes one model from another can be characterized by the shape of that tuning curve. To compare our model and previous models of the saccadic system, it is necessary to look at the different models from the same point view. Thus we will briefly describe the tuning curves of the independent, common source, and cross-coupled models.
MLBN TUNING CURVES OF EARLY MODELS. In the common source model (Fig. 1B) , given a vectorial motor error described in terms of its magnitude e and its angle u, a vectorial pulse is produced by a nonlinear pulse generator; the input- (e, u), again normalized with the firing rate of the same New model neuron when the motor error is ( e, 0), is A new model, using MLBNs with Gaussian tuning-curves (both static and dynamic), and with a wide span of ondirections, is proposed here. We will demonstrate that this
, which is consistent with physiological recordings in the MLBNs, can generate, with the same set of parameters, cardinal movements that lie on the main sequence and oblique movements with an almost straight trajectory. Given Eq. 3 and a vectorial error e, the exact shape of the Whereas in previous models the decomposition of vectorial tuning curve depends on the value assigned to K 0 . If K 0 r signals into horizontal and vertical commands occurred ex-0, R(u) r 1, and the tuning curve is a semicircle centered plicitly at the level of individual premotor neurons on the origin; on the other hand, if K 0 r ϱ, R(u) r cos(u) (MLBNs), we propose that this decomposition occurs only (this can be easily verified by expressing the exponential as at the motor level (motoneurons or plant), where the activity a series or by using L'Hospital's rule) and the tuning curve of all the MLBNs is algebraically summed. The decomposiis a circle. For values of K 0 , in between these two extremes, tion occurs simply because the output of the motoneurons the tuning curve varies correspondingly; in Fig. 5 (dotted directly drives the extraocular muscles and is thus implicit curve), the tuning curve obtained for e Å 20Њ and K 0 Å 8Њ in the model's structure rather than being explicitly accomis shown. Note that in this model, for a vertical movement plished by sets of sinusoidal weights at premotor levels. (e h Å 0), no activity is produced by the horizontal burst
We also will show that the stretching observed during neurons. Furthermore, the two components are clearly indeoblique movements, which is not guaranteed by a decompopendent (the ratio between the two is not forced to be equal sition, is simply a side effect of the organization and of the to the tangent of u, unless K 0 is very large), and the trajectory tuning curves of the MLBNs and does not reflect a strategy can be curved.
of trajectory control. In fact, the best arrangement for acWith the cross-coupled models (Fig. 1C) , it is possible complishing the task that the brain delegates to the saccadic to obtain any desired tuning curve shape ranging from that system (most rapid gaze shift) would be that described by of the common source to that of the independent model the independent model. However, that would require an exsimply by changing the strength of the couplings; clearly, to plicit (cosine, sine) decomposition of the motor error signal. obtain almost straight movements, an almost circular tuning
We propose that the system does not perform this explicit curve is needed. Nonetheless, even these models cannot predecomposition perhaps because of its complexity or suscepdict an activation of the horizontal pulse generator during a tibility to noise; instead, we propose that the saccadic system vertical movement (Fig. 3A) .
avoids this explicit process, using directional bursters charIt is important to stress that the different behavior of all acterized by a Gaussian tuning curve. The stretching then the models considered above is not related in any way to emerges because the ensemble average of individual tuning the nature of the feedback loop (vectorial or independent curves of the MLBNs is a circle when both ipsilateral and for the two components); what counts is only the presence contralateral contributions are algebraically summed. or absence (and, in the first case, the nature) of a nonlinear Prior models were lumped, because they used a single operation after the decomposition of the signal (either vecto-MLBN with an average tuning curve. This new model is rial motor error or vectorial pulse) into horizontal and vertidistributed, because we consider a population of MLBNs cal components. each with its own tuning curve. We will discuss below how STATIC AND DYNAMIC TUNING CURVES. It is necessary to this distributed model of the premotor neurons imposes point out a fundamental difference between the tuning curve dramatic constraints on the organization of the whole sacof the MLBNs described by Scudder and colleagues (1988) , cadic system. In particular, we will demonstrate that, with which we call static, and the tuning curves that we just the adoption of a distributed model for the burst generators, analyzed, which we call dynamic. Static tuning curves are many of the structural and functional solutions that had obtained by counting all the spikes produced during a movebeen proposed for lumped models become meaningless, ment, whereas dynamic tuning curves are obtained by meathereby forcing a change in the structure of many other suring the instantaneous firing rate of a cell at a given time parts of the system. Thus in an attempt to find a solution after saccade onset. The two curves could be different befor the inconsistencies highlighted by our model of oblique cause the discharge of a cell may be shaped by a feedback saccade generation, we also will propose some new ideas signal. If we consider a lumped model, the static tuning about the general organization of the saccadic system. A curve reflects the accuracy of the saccadic endpoint and so brief description of this model appeared earlier ( Quaia and should be essentially a circle. In contrast, the dynamic curve Optican 1996 ) . reflects the curvature of the trajectory and so could be noncircular. However, we think that there are good reasons to assume that the static and the dynamic tuning curves of M E T H O D S MLBNs are similar. First, saccades are fairly straight, and MLBN tuning curve so the feedback is probably more concerned with the control of the amplitude than the direction. Moreover, the activity In our model, which we call the vectorial burster model (VB), recorded in PPRF MLBNs during vertical movement has a a vectorial pulse is generated by applying Eq. 1 to the vectorial time course that is similar to the time course observed for motor error, as in the common source model. Thus in both these models, the tuning curve does not depend on the particular nonlina horizontal movement of the same amplitude. ear transfer function of the pulse generator. However, at this point in the VB model, the vectorial pulse is not decomposed into horizontal and vertical pulses by means of a (cosine, sine) decomposition. Instead, in our model each horizontal MLBN has a Gaussian tuning curve that is described by the equation
A choice of s Å 80Њ accounts fairly well for the observed activity of MLBNs (see Scudder et al. 1988, their Fig. 9 ); when plotted in polar coordinates the tuning curve (Fig. 5, dashed curve) is thus similar to a cardioid. The intercept of this tuning curve with the vertical axis is not zero, which implies that the activity for a vertical movement is not zero. Another important aspect of our tuning curve is that it predicts some activity even for movements in the opposite hemifield; with such a tuning curve, it is extremely important to account not only for the excitatory effect that ipsilateral MLBNs exert on the motoneurons but also for the inhibitory effect exerted by contralateral MLBNs. During a movement, two populations of MLBNs [ipsilateral excitatory burst neurons (EBNs) and contralateral inhibitory burst neurons (IBNs)] work in push-pull; for this reason, during a vertical movement, their net effect is zero, and there is no burst of activity in the motoneurons controlling the horizontal muscles.
MLBN on-direction
Another extremely important aspect of the physiology of MLBNs, not considered in previous models, which had only horizontal and vertical bursters (Fig. 6A ), is that each neuron is characterized by a different on-direction. As already pointed out in the rons of the lateral rectus of the right eye (the muscle that pulls one tuning curve for all MLBNs that belong to one population of bursters that eye to the right) is always in the right hemifield, but can be (rightward, leftward, upward, or downward; only rightward and upward tilted away from the horizontal rightward direction (the on-direc-shown). Same is true for IND and cross-coupled models, with the only tion of the motoneuron) by as much as 70Њ (see, for example, difference that tuning curve is not circular (cf. Fig. 5) . B: VB model Strassman et al. 1986a, their Fig. 4) . Consequently, it is very considers MLBNs with a wide span (120Њ) of on-directions. Thus different important for a model to account for the fact that the MLBN subpopulations, of neurons with the same on-direction, have to be considered within each population. population consists of a set of subpopulations of neurons, each with its own on-direction (Fig. 6B) . The general equation describing the tuning curve of a MLBN characterized by an on-direction c is contralateral for IBNs, in the case of MLBNs located in the PPRF), then no clear physiological differences have been found between EBNs and IBNs. Thus we do not distinguish between EBNs and IBNs,
and so we have only four populations of MLBNs (left, right, up, and down), exerting an opposite effect (excitation or inhibition) on the muscles of an agonist-antagonist pair. All the MLBNs converge to the motoneurons, where their activity is summed algebrai-
Structure of the model
cally, accounting for their excitatory (agonist, solid lines) or inhibitory (antagonist, dotted lines) action. The tuning curve of the The overall structure of the feed-forward pathway of the VB model implemented here is represented in Fig. 7 . The instantaneous motoneuron is then very similar to a circle; this means that the smaller component has been stretched, and the saccades are almost vectorial motor error (eV ) is computed by subtracting the horizontal and vertical displacements from the initial desired displacement; straight (if the tuning curve were a circle, all saccades would be perfectly straight). The decomposition, which in the previous modthen, as in the common source model, a vectorial pulse (D V ) is computed, using the nonlinear function described in Eq. 1, with els was accomplished by appropriately weighted connections between the premotor structures (vectorially organized) and the A 0 Å 1,000 spikes/s and K 0 Å 8Њ. Taking into account the direction of the vectorial pulse and the tuning curve of the neuron, the output MLBNs (where the signal was scalar, either horizontal or vertical), is here completely implicit; the projections from the MLBNs of each MLBN is evaluated by multiplying the magnitude of the vectorial pulse by R c (u), computed using Eq. 5. Thus here the on-(where the innervational signal is not decomposed into horizontal and vertical signals) to the motoneurons all have the same weight. direction (which determines the tuning curve) is a characteristic of the neuron. This is a simplification, because the differential The decomposition is performed implicitly, simply because the output of a motoneuron, D h or D v , goes to only the horizontal or projections from spatially organized structures (e.g., the superior colliculus) to the MLBNs presumably give rise to the MLBNs' vertical muscles, respectively.
In our simulations, we used a lumped, linear plant, consisting tuning curves. Moreover, we do not consider separate populations of inhibitory MLBNs (IBNs) and excitatory MLBNs (EBNs). In simply of a horizontal and a vertical channel [modeled as a second order system, with time constants t 1 Å 0.15 s and t 2 Å 0.05 fact, aside from the effect that they exert on motoneurons (excitation or inhibition) and their projections (ipsilateral for EBNs and s ( the shape of the tuning curve. The first quantitative test for the model was to compare the activity of a MLBN having a horizontal on-direction during horizontal and vertical eye movements with the activity recorded in behaving monkeys (Van Gisbergen et al. 1981) in the same conditions. The result (Fig. 8) is clearly satisfactory, with a ratio between the activity elicited during a horizontal and a vertical movement very similar to that observed physiologically (Fig. 3B) .
Component stretching
A critical characteristic of oblique eye movements is that the two components are stretched. It has been shown (Kaneko et al. 1981) , by recording motoneurons' activity during cardinal and oblique movements, that this stretching is innervational, and not simply due to mechanical interactions. Thus the simulated activity of a MLBN must show the stretching. To test for this stretching, in Fig. 9A Fig. 6B ). Effect of summing of the observed activity. In fact, it is important to recall that activity of MLBNs is to produce an almost circular tuning curve for MNs. the tuning curve compares the activity for movements in different directions but with the same amplitude, whereas in antagonist pairs of muscles. This implies that the agonist/antago-this case, the amplitude of the different movements is clearly nist motoneurons have to be collapsed too. For this reason, in this not the same, ranging from 20 to 44.7Њ. Furthermore, in this model, the decomposition is accomplished, implicitly, at the level case, the activity in all the MLBNs contributes to the shape of the motoneurons. However, this does not exclude the possibility of the MLBN that we are testing, because all the MLBNs that the decomposition actually is carried out at an even lower level. This could happen directly at the level of the globe, where contribute to define the motoneuron drive and thus the efferthe force applied by the antagonist muscle is subtracted from that ent copy of the motor command (used in the feedback loop applied by the agonist muscle. Nonetheless, the simplification in to estimate the current eye displacement). However, from the site of the decomposition affects neither the behavior of the the simulation, it is clear that the pulse generated by our model implemented here nor our conclusions.
MLBN depends on the orthogonal component; when the vertical component is õ20Њ, this effect is negligible, and the Implementation of the model stretching is minimal, whereas when the other component The model was simulated using four populations of MLBNs, becomes dominant (ú20Њ), the stretching is much more each consisting of 33 neurons, having uniformly spaced on-direc-pronounced, because the duration of the horizontal movetions, spanning 120Њ around the primary on-direction (the on-direction of the motoneurons that receive an excitatory input from the population of MLBNs). We used the same sensitivity (i.e., the number of spikes per degree discharged during a saccade in their on-direction) for all our MLBNs, because there is no clear relationship between the on-direction of a neuron and its sensitivity (see Fig. 4 in Strassman et al. 1986a , where the sensitivity is represented by the length of the segments). To simulate the noninstantaneous rise of the MLBNs (see Fig. 3 ), we introduced a low-pass filter (t Å 2 ms) between the output of the pulse generator and the input of the MLBNs.
The model was simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK (The Mathworks, Mass.) running on a Challenge-L computer (Silicon Graphics, California).
R E S U L T S
As already pointed out, there is a large variability in the curvature of oblique saccades. Thus we decided to concentrate on simulated MLBN activity rather than on simulated trajectories to differentiate among the models.
FIG . 8. Activity simulated by the VB model in a MLBN characterized

MLBN activity
by a purely horizontal on-direction during horizontal ( ) and vertical
In our model, the horizontal on-direction MLBNs must ( ---) movements. This activity is similar to physiological recordings made under same conditions (Fig. 3 B) .
have some activity during a vertical movement because of Normalizing the activity so that it is equal to 1 for the horizontal movement, an oblique movement elicits an activity of 0.7. This activity is applied directly to the horizontal motoneurons, determining the horizontal drive and, eventually, the force applied to the horizontal muscles. Now, to apply the same analysis to our model, we must consider that different subpopulations of neurons constitute the hori-FIG . 9. Activity in MLBNs simulated by VB model during movements characterized by same horizontal component (20Њ) but with different vertical components (range 0-40Њ). (A) Activity in a MLBN having a purely horizontal on-direction. Activity is clearly affected by orthogonal component, and duration of burst is stretched. B: activity in a MLBN having a purely vertical on-direction. Comparing two panels, it is clear that for each movement, the smaller of two components is stretched so that duration of two bursts is always similar. ment is increased to match that of the vertical component (Fig. 9B) .
It is important to understand how our VB model stretches the smaller component. As we already recalled, the independent model does not predict any stretching in the com- better understand the origin of the stretching predicted by and other right-upward. Length of segments from origin to q placed at our model, we compared the activity produced by the inde-intersection of r and tuning curves indicates contribution of that neuron pendent and by the VB models during an oblique movement to total activity (blue, excitation; red, inhibition). In both panels, activity elicited during purely horizontal movement is normalized to 1. A: IND ( Fig. 10 ) . In particular, we considered two movements: a model predicts that activity during oblique movement is equal to 70% of rightward movement and a right-upward movement having activity associated with horizontal movement. B: in the case of VB model, the same amplitude. In Fig. 10A , the initial activity pre-same oblique movement is associated with a much lower drive (42%). dicted by the independent model for the horizontal burst Thus duration of horizontal component of oblique movement is longer in the case of VB model than with IND model, i.e., it is stretched.
neuron is indicated by the number beside each arrow head. zontal MLBNs population ( in the example, we consider 3 neurons from each population ) . It is also necessary to account for both the ipsilateral ( blue ) and the contralateral ( red ) populations ( Fig. 10B ) . On every arrow, we have put a circle where it intersects one of the tuning curves ( representing different subpopulations of MLBNs ) ; the circle is blue when the neuron is excitatory, red when it is inhibitory. After that, we algebraically summed the blue ( / ) and the red ( 0 ) points, and we normalized these sums, so that they were equal to 1 for a horizontal movement, as previously done for the independent model. The result is that the normalized drive produced by the horizontal motoneurons for the oblique movement is 0.42, much less than the 0.7 predicted by the independent model. This example clearly shows that the drive predicted by the VB model for one component of an oblique movement is much lower than that predicted by the independent model for the same component, and this is a very good indirect test of the observed stretching. The analysis in Fig. 10 contrast, the effect of feedback is negligible.
The curvature of a movement is determined by the difference between the initial (u i ) and the overall (u) direction of where y(u) is the global tuning curve for the horizontal a movement. The overall direction depends only on the target motoneuron. In Fig. 11 , we show a contour plot with isodisposition; if we indicate with T h and T v , the horizontal and tance lines for values of D of 0.003 (0.3% of departure vertical component of the target position (in retinotopic cofrom circularity), 0.01 (1%), 0.05 (5%), and 0.1 (10%). ordinates), it follows that It is interesting to note that the values used in the model (span Å 120Њ, s Å 80Њ, * in Fig. 11 ), which have been
extrapolated from the data, are nearly optimal for obtaining circularity across the ensemble; nonetheless, even large On the other hand, the tangent of the initial direction is changes in these parameters have only small effects on the determined by the ratio between the vertical and the hori-global tuning curve. When a Gaussian distribution of the zontal pulse applied, at the very beginning of the move-on-directions is used instead of a uniform distribution, a very ment, to the plant. In other words, the initial direction de-similar contour plot is obtained (with a minimum at s Å pends on the relative drive applied to the motoneurons at 70Њ for the tuning curve of the neuron and at s Å 50Њ for saccade onset for a given target position. This drive is the distribution of on-directions). determined by the tuning curve of the motoneurons, which Thus the saccades generated by the model are almost perin turn is a function of the tuning curves of the MLBNs. fectly straight. However, this happened only because both Thus it is possible to evaluate analytically the tuning curve the neural and mechanical components of the model were of the motoneurons, which in turn determines the degree symmetric. If we introduce asymmetries in either the distriof curvature ( and of stretching ) of the movements. With bution of on-directions (Fig. 12A ) or in the gain of the plant the MLBN tuning curves and the span of on-directions used (Fig. 12B) , the saccades become curved because there is in this model, the resulting tuning curves of the vertical and no control of trajectory in the model. To obtain the results horizontal motoneurons are very close to sine and cosine shown in Fig. 12A , we used on-directions distributed unifunctions ( circles in polar coordinates ) . To test the sensi-formly from 030 to 60Њ, instead of the original 060 to 60Њ, tivity of the model on the parameters used, we computed for the rightward EBN/IBN population. The saccades shown the global tuning curve for different values of the span of in Fig. 12B were obtained by reducing the gain of the horion-directions ( from 0 to 180Њ, uniformly distributed ) and zontal channel of the plant by 30%. It is important to point of the width of the Gaussian ( s from 10 to 180Њ ). To out that there is experimental evidence for the presence of estimate the departure from circularity of the global tuning such asymmetries; for example, it is well known that saccurve, we have used the following measure of the distance cades in different cardinal directions are characterized by different dynamic properties (Becker and Jürgens 1990), between the two curves MLBN having an on-direction tilted away from the theoretical on-direction by as much as 40Њ, and this is more than sufficient to support the conclusion that no explicit decomposition takes place. Thus we have proposed a distributed model that does not perform an explicit decomposition, simulates the physiological pattern of activity recorded in the MLBNs, and shows component stretching; the stretching observed during oblique movements is an emergent property of the organization and tuning curve of the MLBNs.
Curvature
Another consequence of the organization proposed here for the burst generators is that simple asymmetries in the distribution of the on-directions of MLBNs, or differences in the shape of some tuning curves, can account very easily for the differences in curvature observed for movements in different directions in the same subject (cf. Fig. 2) , as well as for intersubject and interspecies differences in curvature. However, once the parameters of the model have been chosen, the curvature of the trajectory for a given movement is determined and does not vary. To account for the observed variability in the initial direction (and, thus, curvature) of saccades made by the same subject between the same two fixation points (identical desired displacement) (Erkelens and Sloot 1995; Erkelens and Vogels 1995) , we must introduce an additional degree of freedom in our model. This could be accomplished easily by hypothesizing transient changes in the gain of MLBNs, possibly due to fluctuations of the inhibitory effect exerted by omnipause neurons. Alternatively, this variability could be the effect of a change in the input supplied by premotor structures to the MLBNs (see below). In particular, the latter speculation is supported by the finding (Aizawa and Wurtz 1994; Hikosaka and Wurtz 1985) that temporary lesions of the superior colliculus (SC) can cause dramatic alterations in the trajectory of a movement with relatively little effect on the accuracy of the movement itself. between the VB and the other CS models is obviously that the former does not involve an explicit decomposition of the collicular signal into horizontal and vertical commands. In although whether this is due to asymmetries in the neural contrast, the originally proposed CS models used weights signals and/or in the plant is not known. related to the cosine and the sine of the elevation angle; unless these weights are determined genetically, they would D I S C U S S I O N need to be learned by the system. However, if the output of the SC is a velocity signal and not simply a desired displaceFrom the physiological data acquired in the last 15 years by many groups, we infer that the brain does not perform ment signal, the process of learning the weights would reflect a trajectory control (the controlled parameter is the ratio an explicit decomposition of the premotor vectorial command into horizontal and vertical commands; this decompo-between the horizontal and vertical velocity, i.e., the direction of the movement), whereas, as we pointed out presition is probably accomplished, implicitly, at the level of the extraocular motoneurons. As pointed out by others (Hepp et viously, there are many good reasons to suppose that such a control does not take place. Furthermore, Smit and coworkal. 1989 ), different studies do not agree on the span of MLBNs' on-directions and some (e.g., Scudder et al. 1988 Scudder et al. ) ers (1990 proposed that asymmetries in the SC map could account for asymmetries in the stretching, and thus in curvareport a more restricted span than others (e.g., Strassman et al. 1986b ). However, all the studies report at least one ture, for saccades in different directions; however, during the learning of the weights of the SC-MLBNs' connections, the signal was assumed to be decomposed into Cartesian coordinates. However, there appears to be no significant difsuch asymmetries would be taken into account, producing weights that would differ from the cosine and the sine of ference between the tuning curve and the span of on-directions for MLBNs and LLBNs (Scudder et al. 1988) . Given the elevation, compensating for the SC asymmetries and, eventually, leading to straight saccades in all the directions. the lack of decomposition and the extreme similarities between LLBNs and MLBNs, it is probably necessary to think of the LLBNs as involved in some other task, whereas the Stimulation experiments input to both the LLBNs and MLBNs could reasonably come Recently, it was reported (Nichols and Sparks 1996) that directly from the SC. This hypothesis is supported by the oblique saccades elicited by electrically stimulating sites in recent finding, in the cat, that it is possible to activate monothe superior colliculus immediately after the offset of a visu-synaptically the MLBNs from the SC (Chimoto et al. 1996) . ally triggered saccade are almost straight. In that paper, the The tuning curve of MLBNs thus would be a consequence authors concluded that their results support a cross-coupled of the organization of the projections from the SC. Given structure and are incompatible with a common-source struc-the large amount of collicular activation during each saccade ture. However, their results may be interpreted in another (Munoz and Wurtz 1995; Ottes et al. 1986 ), direct projecway that is compatible with a common-source structure. tions from the SC to the MLBNs are sufficient to explain Their interpretation is based on the assumption that the excit-the broad tuning curves of the MLBNs. It is important to atory input to the MLBNs is essentially the same whether point out that it would not be necessary for the projections the collicular stimulation is applied during fixation or just from the SC to the MLBNs to have particular weights (e.g., after a visually guided movement. The authors justify this sine or cosine of saccade elevation), because these projecassumption on the basis that it is reasonable to suppose that tions would not be used to perform any kind of coordinate the SC output does not change in the two conditions. Thus transformation of the premotor command; the only constraint they conclude that the stretching is due to interactions at the would be that the part of the colliculi associated with values level of the MLBNs, as in cross-coupled models, and not to of u around 0 and 180Њ should project preferentially to the a change in the collicular locus activated, as in CS models. horizontal populations of MLBNs (in the PPRF), whereas However, even if the SC output is the same, it is important the collicular stripes associated with movements around 90 to remember that other structures (e.g., the fastigial nuclei) and 270Њ should project preferentially to the vertical populaare known to project to the MLBNs, presumably through tions of MLBNs (in the riMLF). These preferential projecexcitatory connections. Recordings in those areas (see, for tions could be determined genetically or could arise through example, Fuchs et al. 1993) reveal that some of these struc-learning. As pointed out previously, the goal of this learning tures exhibit a very different pattern of discharge during cannot be to make saccades straight, as they are not perfectly fixation and during the postsaccadic period; thus the excit-straight. However, it is not known whether the saccadic sysatory input to the MLBNs may be very different in the two tem can achieve its goal of producing accurate movements conditions. So, it is possible that the stretching observed in the presence of large curvatures. Thus it is possible that arises because of the activity present in those other structures the learning process simply keeps the curvature of saccades when the stimulation is applied and could have nothing to within the range necessary for producing accurate movedo with the mechanism that produces the stretching under ments. physiological conditions. FEEDBACK LOOP. Another very important structural feature Furthermore, we will show in the next section how the of all saccade models that must be reconsidered, because of cross-coupled scheme has several problems when implethe distribution of physiological characteristics of MLBNs, mented in a distributed network and cannot easily account is the internal velocity/position feedback loop. Feedback is for the distribution of on-directions of MLBNs.
straightforward to implement for lumped models but becomes extremely complex and contrived in more physiologiOrganization of the saccadic system cal, distributed, models. Thinking in terms of the classical This model was designed to explain observed behavioral feedback loop scheme (Fig. 13) , as proposed by Robinson and physiological data related to oblique saccades and and subsequently modified by Jürgens and MLBNs. The model, because of its distributed nature, also coworkers (Jürgens et al. 1981) , several questions arise: provides new insights into the general organization of the which signal is used as the efference copy of the motor saccadic system. command? Where is the current displacement subtracted from the desired displacement signal? At what level does INPUT TO THE MLBNS. In implementing this model, we asthe pulse generation take place? sumed that the on-direction and the directional tuning are Physiologically, the motor command is present in the syscharacteristics that belong to each neuron; clearly this astem only at the level of the motoneurons; however, the motosumption, even if reasonable from the point of view of the neurons are outside the feedback loop, because the effects implementation of the model, is extremely unphysiological.
of a stimulation delivered to the motoneurons during an eye The best possible hypothesis is that these characteristics both movement are not compensated (Sparks et al. 1987) . This emerge as a consequence of the inputs that each MLBN implies that the feedback signal must be obtained by reconreceives. For a long time, the long lead burst neurons structing, somewhere, the signal that is supplied to the moto-(LLBNs) have been considered as an intermediate stage,
neurons. Thus all the burst neurons that project to the motoorganized in semipolar coordinates, between the SC, where the signal is in polar coordinates, and the MLBNs, where neurons, or at least a significant subset of them, must contrib-the MLBNs (Fig. 13A) . We have described (Fig. 6B ) MLBNs in the PPRF with an on-direction far away from the horizontal axis; this means that their activity is related essentially to the value of the motor error in an oblique direction rather than in the horizontal direction. This implies that the vectorial desired displacement (E V d ) is not decomposed into its horizontal and vertical components, but is simply distributed (DIS) to the horizontal and vertical populations of MLBNs. Each MLBN population will receive a family of inputs (E V dhp and E V dvp ). Each neuron of a population will have a different on-direction, depending on which inputs contact the neuron. Now, if an MLBN receives from the premotor circuits (say the SC) an excitatory input mainly proportional to the desired displacement in one direction c, it also must receive from the feedback branch an inhibitory input that is encoded in the same framework, i.e., an estimation of the displacement of the eyes in the direction c. Unfortunately, as we just pointed out, the system does not have such a signal available, and thus it would have to generate it, vectorially summing together (VS), with the proper weights, the estimates of the horizontal (E h ) and vertical (E v ) displacements, thus performing an inverse coordinate transformation. This transformation would be different for each MLBN depending on its on-direction. This scheme raises many questions. Why would the system avoid performing a decomposition into Cartesian coordinates in the feedforward path but then execute a more complicated in- FIG . 13. Schematic representation of possible implementations of distributed version of feedback loop in saccadic system. In both cases, input verse transformation in the feedback path? How can the to MLBNs encodes residual motor error, as proposed by Robinson model appropriate weights be learned given the strong convergence . E V d , desired vectorial eye displacement; E V dhp , desired eye from MLBNs to motoneurons? How can such an arrangedisplacement distributed to horizontal population of MLBNs; E V dvp , desired ment account for the broad tuning of the neurons? Even if eye displacement distributed to vertical population of MLBNs; eV , vectorial motor error; eV hp , residual motor error for horizontal population of MLBNs; this scheme could compute a feedback signal for each oneV vp , residual motor error for vertical population of MLBNs; D h , horizontal direction, how would that explain the decay of activity obdrive; D v , vertical drive; E h , estimate of horizontal eye displacement; E v , served (see Fig. 3B ) during a movement orthogonal to the estimate of vertical eye displacement; DIS, distribution of vectorial signal on-direction of the cell (when there is no displacement along to horizontal and vertical populations of MLBNs; VS, vectorial summing the on-direction and thus no inhibitory feedback)? junction; HBN, horizontal MLBNs; VBN, vertical MLBNs; HMN, motoneurons driving horizontal muscles; VMN, motoneurons driving vertical All these unanswered questions make it doubtful that such muscles; NI, neural integrator. White arrows on black background indicate a scheme is correct. One possible alternative, compatible distributed signals. A: current displacement is subtracted from desired dis-with the classical feedback loop idea, is that the evaluation placement at level of MLBNs. Feedback signal consists of horizontal and of the current motor error is not accomplished by the MLBNs vertical components of displacement, whereas on-directions of MLBNs range widely around cardinal directions. Thus for each MLBN, correct in a temporal framework but in upstream premotor struccurrent displacement signal must be generated by summing appropriately tures, such as the SC, where the signals are organized in a the horizontal and vertical components of feedback signal. B: alternatively, spatial framework. The most likely hypothesis is then that estimates of horizontal and vertical displacement could be fed directly to the premotor signal distributed (DIS) to the MLBNs is not upper centers (like superior colliculus), where a vectorial summation would simply the desired displacement (E V d ), but either the current be performed. Note that there is no explicit decomposition of vectorial premotor signal into its horizontal and vertical components; vectorial signal motor error (Fig. 13B, e V ) or the vectorial pulse itself ( feedback loop and embeds the vectorial summing junction (VS). In the first case (Fig. 13B) , the SC simply acts as a summing junction, whereas in the other cases (Fig. 14) it ute to the efference copy signal; in particular both ipsilateral and contralateral MLBNs must be considered (with opposite also carries out the generation of the pulse. Every stripe along the rostral-caudal (constant direction) axis on the SC effect). Irrespective of their on-direction, the MLBNs project only to horizontal and vertical motoneurons, and thus should project to a particular MLBN, thus determining its on-direction; unfortunately, it is impossible to determine the their output must be considered part of the horizontal or vertical efference copy of the command. Thus all the MLBNs nature of the output of the SC (motor error or vectorial pulse) simply by looking at the activity recorded in the in the PPRF must project to the horizontal displacement integrator (with ipsilateral excitation and contralateral inhi-MLBNs. However, in both cases, the important point is that to have a change in direction (i.e., in the relative weight of bition), and all the MLBNs located in the riMLF must project to the vertical displacement integrator. the horizontal and vertical drive) and thus a curved trajectory, a change in the spatial distribution of activity along Now consider the hypothesis that the displacement signal is subtracted from the desired displacement at the level of the medial-lateral (constant amplitude) axis in the SC must least functionally (Figs. 13B and 14A) , a spatial integrator in the SC, as has been proposed (Droulez and Berthoz 1988; Lefèvre and Galiana 1992; . In the schemes represented in Figs. 13B and 14A, the current horizontal (E h ) and vertical (E v ) displacements are evaluated by neural integrators (NI) outside the SC (position feedback). In the last case (Fig. 14B) , a copy of the horizontal (D h ) and vertical (D v ) commands supplied to the motoneurons is vectorially integrated (VI) by the SC to evaluate the current motor error (velocity feedback). In these models, the efference signal is used to change the spatial distribution of the activity on the SC map in accordance with the residual motor error. However, several problems arise with such an arrangement. First of all, large lesions in the SC (Aizawa and Wurtz 1994) can affect profoundly the dynamical properties of movements (e.g., latency, peak velocity, initial direction), without any dramatic effect on saccadic accuracy, whereas it is obvious that the major effect of a lesion to the displacement integrator should be the presence of dysmetric movements. Furthermore, after SC ablation, the system can recover and within a few days can perform normal saccades. If the SC were the site of the saccadic integrator, recovery would require constructing a new integrator. Thus none of the models based on a local feedback loop proposed so far can explain all the properties of saccades. DIFFERENT STRUCTURE FOR THE SACCADIC SYSTEM. We have shown here that the simple implementation of a disIn these cases, MLBNs do not generate pulse from motor error signal but act merely as a relay station between superior centers and motoneurons. tributed model with physiological elements has dramatic D V , vectorial drive; D V hp , vectorial drive distributed to horizontal population implications for modeling the whole saccadic system. In of MLBNs; D V vp , vectorial drive distributed to vertical population of fact, when one part of the system is implemented in a MLBNs; VS & PG, vectorial summation and pulse generation; VI&PG, distributed manner, all the parts that interact with it must vectorial integration and pulse generation; see Fig. 13 for other definitions. be reconsidered. Solutions that made sense in a lumped A: current displacement is evaluated in a pair of temporal neural integrators (one for horizontal and another for vertical component of displacement). framework may not make sense at all in a distributed Their outputs are fed to superior colliculus (SC), a spatially organized framework. Starting from physiological findings, we have structure, where residual motor error is evaluated vectorially and corre-raised questions that make many of the solutions proposed sponding pulse is generated. B: alternatively, estimates of horizontal and in the past unusable. In particular, we have shown that vertical drive could be fed directly to SC, where a vectorial integration would be performed to evaluate current motor error. Output of SC then the feedback loop itself is extremely difficult to implewould be a vectorial pulse that would be supplied to MLBNs. As in Fig. ment . Thus it is not unreasonable to propose that a differ-13, no explicit decomposition is carried out by system. ent structure may be used to achieve the same result as a feedback scheme, i.e., the accuracy of saccadic eye moveoccur. Even if it is acceptable to think that sudden, unpredict-ments regardless of their velocity. able changes in the gain of one population of MLBNs can
The arguments presented here suggest that the SC must be responsible for changes in the instantaneous direction of do more than merely provide a target but less than tightly the movement (Becker and Jürgens 1990), it is impossible control the motoneurons' activity. It is reasonable to hypothto justify the fact that such changes in direction are compen-esize that several different structures interact in the process sated and that eventually the eye is brought on the target, of defining the drive supplied to the motoneurons. For examunless a shift of the center of activity on the SC map is ple, cerebellar lesions are, to our knowledge, the only lesions hypothesized. For this reason, models of the SC in which that lead to enduring dysmetria, mainly hypermetria (Opthe change of the motor error (or of the drive to the MLBNs) tican and Robinson 1980); thus it is extremely likely that is not represented by a change in the locus of activity on the cerebellum plays a key role during the execution of the collicular map but only by a change in the level of saccades. To incorporate these observations, a model where activation (Arai et al. 1994; Van Opstal and Kappen 1993 ; both the SC and the cerebellum provide input to the MLBNs Waitzman et al. 1991) cannot predict the curvature of and uses a novel feedback scheme, was proposed recently oblique saccades. Moreover, such models cannot deal with . the observation that the two components of an oblique moveIt is important to stress that these observations on the ment can end independently (Bahill and Stark 1977 ; Becker feedback loop and on the role of the SC do not undermine and Jürgens 1990; King et al. 1986) .
the results obtained here regarding oblique saccades. In fact, Thus the only way to preserve the classical idea of the the distribution of the on-directions of MLBNs on which we presence of a feedback loop that evaluates the current motor relied is a physiological reality and, as we have shown, can error and feeds it to a pulse generator, which in turn produces account by itself for the stretching and the mild curvature of oblique saccades. the velocity signal, is to embed, physically (Fig. 14B) or at
